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Before and after
Connecting the city

01 —— THE PARK

02 —— THE LIMIT

03 —— THE WALL

Contemporary civilization has hidden the
fundamental relationship between nature and
men. It has made it invisible.

When nature interacts with architecture it
becomes no longer an independent entity. It
loses its integrity, it changes its appearance and
it is reduced to elements like light and shadow,
vegetation, water or sky.

A wall is a structure which provides security
and sometimes carries the weight of a roof to
form a shelter. A wall can divide an interior
and an exterior, lead the movements inside a
building or may materialize a border, divide
two properties or even two countries.

Nature, in its attempts to invade architecture,
reawakens this relationship that had fallen
into inertia. Sometimes with violence and
other times with gentleness. But nature always
revives us both physically and spiritually. It
makes us respond once more to the world as
we used to do in the past.

?

Nature, which up to that point had remained
uncontrollable, becomes, through its resonance
with the definite geometries embodied in the
architecture, an abstraction of itself.

Taking an extra step, a wall could be so thick
that its enclosure can host a space in itself: the
inhabitable wall hides an ambiguous domain
within its thickness, an interstitial area on
the brink between two conditions: inside and
outside.

The first gesture is a no-gesture: we just
let nature take over the site, extending
the park.

The project begins when defining a limit
which, strategically placed, stimulates
the urban proportion of the surrounding
public areas.

04 —— THE CONNECTIONS

05 —— THE LANDMARK

06 —— THE COMMUNITY

Architecture shuts out or opens itself to the
outside depending on its own distinctive
rules. Hidden circulations leave room for
unexpected visual connections. Openings
allow natural light. The arena is visible from
the street, but it sits one floor underground.
Multinterpretation and mystery -how did the
horse get down there?- are key ingredients for
complex interprogramming.

Mounted police is used for specialized tasks
ranging from the surveillance of parks and
natural areas, where police vehicles would be
unrealistic and noisy; up to anti-riot brigades,
where the horse are able to intimidate with its
size to those who have to be dispersed.

The final form is not a construction in space,
an object in itself; but more of a container, a
space delimiter. And in this sense, an empty
box delimits an empty space - a reference to
the metaphysical boxes of Jorge Oteiza. This
building does not contain an empty space,
but instead indicates its own footprint in the
park: space as a place. The act of emptying
has no purpose in itself other to point out
the preexisting space, and light is the main
ingredient to activate the the sensorial
experience that this building delivers.

The perimeter walls become rooms, and
the building defines a central green area:
a park within the park.

Barcelona
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FROM POLICE TO “POLIS”
COMMUNITY-ORIENTED ARCHITECTURE
Usually hiding behind fortress-like buildings,
police stations tend to project a rather hostile
image instead of a welcoming one. This may
have something to do with the nebulous notion
of “authority”, but does “authority” necessarily mean
“authoritarian”? I believe it doesn’t have to be that
way.
Learning from problematic relationships between
communities and their police forces all over the
world, this project proposes a carefully balanced
environment for the headquarters of the Barcelona
Mounted Police. The proposal explores a new
typology of semi-public building that equally
responds to the needs of the citizens, the police
officers and their horses under the notion of “Polis
Station”, a term inspired by Jeanne Gang’s studies
on this topic in her Chicago office.
In a “Polis Station” —polis is the Greek word for
community—; different parts of the program are
open to the community. Spaces such as the
dressage arena, the exhibition areas or the green
spaces act as meeting places where citizens
interact with the police in non-enforcement
situations. By opening the doors of a traditionally
concealed institution, this urban police station

becomes an active part of the neighborhood,
not only as a public service, but also as a
recreational and educational hub.
The project is located within the Parc Carles
I, in the Vila Olímpica neighborhood. From
an architectural point of view, an apparently
simple plan and elevation —a low wall that
hides between the park vegetation with an
extruded tower in the center— gives room to a
rich variety of experiences in section: double
height spaces, crossed perspectives and lots of
natural light.
Ultimately, this project is born under the premise
that the police officer needs the community
and the community needs the police.
Architecture can offer new ways to reinvent this
relationship in search of a healthier, safer,
happier city.

The equestrian pavilion and the dressage
arena are the biggest pieces of the
program, they are place on separate ends.
The thin lateral wings hide ramps that
bring cars and horses from one level to the
other, keeping the interior circulation for
occasional visitors.

Horse patrols are also a popular attraction
on the streets of many towns and cities, and
they become a visible police presence for the
dissuasion of crime during the day and night.
The police program is concentrated in
a central tower that emerges above the
trees, being the only visible landmark and
representing the presence of the urban
police. Always visible, always vigilant.

When less is least, and more is most,
architecture enters a new dimension. As
simple as it can be. As complex as it needs
to be.

Sketch
Outdoor view

Axonometric deployment
As simple as it can be, as complex as it needs to be
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Clean gravel 10mm
Anti-shear geotextile protection mat
Rigid panels of extruded polystyrene WEDI
Bituminous waterproofing membrane APP CHOVA
Concrete for slope formation
Vapour barrier, low density polyethylene membrane (LDP) DANOSA

Negative steel reinforcement frame
Compression layer 5cm with steel frame

Stone wall coping OLNASA custom size

E7Hollow core slab 1,20x0,20m HA-25/13/20/IIa

Quick-action aluminum suspended anchor DERAKO
Linear metallic support DERAKO
Cambara wooden ribbon 2x11cm

Brick wall made of reclaimed
dark-grey bricks

Stone headboard OLNASA Ref. CF40

Iron grid Nº3079 Domingo Torres S.L

Compression layer 5cm with steel frame
Hollow core slab 1,20x0,20m HA-25/13/20/IIa
Connection steel reinforcement frame Ø8

Stone window sill OLNASA Ref. S40

Reinforced concrete edge beam

Construction details
Arena roof: layer deployment

Reinforced concrete lintel
Solid wood window lateral folding PRODEX

Construction details
Perimeter wall: reclaimed dark brik wall with stone coping

Elevations
East - West - North - South

Construction details
Tower facade: concrete wall with SATE finish and microperforated metal panels

Construction details
Double height stairs: hanging metallic stair
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Horse stalls
Indoor equestrian facilities
Outdoor equestrian facilities
Dressage arena 60m x 20m
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Public area and arena tiers
Exhibition (double height space)
Front desk
Tower lobby
Uniform storage
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Kitchen with terrace
Office floor and meeting rooms
Gym and dressing rooms
Auditorium
Flexible space
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Set of plans 1/500
Roofplan, ground floor and underground floor
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